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ABSTRACT

Temporally-abstracted actions, often referred to as skills or options, provide an
appealing set of benefits for learning how to both explore environments and exe-
cute tasks. But many methods rely on extrinsic reward signal to build good op-
tions which may not be available at train-time or may be expensive to collect. We
therefore focus on the problem of discovering skills via unsupervised environment
interaction. Inspired by the compositionality theorized in biological learning, we
iteratively learn a hierarchy of skills. Specifically, we learn deep Laplacian repre-
sentations on exploration policies utilizing lower level skills. The learned Lapla-
cian representations are then used to create new skills to update the exploration
policy and repeat the process. The result is a feedback loop that learns represen-
tations from skills and skills from representations in order to continually extend
the agent’s capabilities. We show our method composes lower level skills and in-
corporates increasingly complex skills to better explore and plan. Our results dis-
play this method outperforms state-covering and state-novelty methods for solving
long-horizon downstream tasks and exploring environments effectively.

1 INTRODUCTION

General task solving, autonomy, and learning from experience has long taken advantage of Rein-
forcement Learning (RL) (Sutton & Barto, 2018). The RL framework makes a few general assump-
tions and allows for sequential decision making with an agent that interacts with an environment and
acts to maximize its reward. This reward can be designed and tends to capture what the intended
task at hand is, and as a result, the agent can learn how to solve the task by optimizing for the cumu-
lative reward, or return. A major problem in RL is the difficulty that arises when trying to correctly
explore the environment to find a decision making sequence, or policy, that maximizes return in the
sparse-reward case. Classically, the agent has to rely on random chance to run into a high-reward
transition and then continue its search from there. This is especially difficult in long-horizon tasks
where very little signal is given to the agent for it to know if its doing the right thing.

The problem of augmenting RL for better exploration and policy learning has long been studied.
One line of work is the use of novelty metrics to intrinsically reward the agent for exploring new
states in the environment, such as Random Network Distillation (Burda et al., 2018), curiosity,
count-based metrics, or empowerment (Bellemare et al., 2016; Pathak et al., 2017; Klyubin et al.,
2005). However, since these methods only operate as reward bonuses, they cannot transfer well to
other areas of the state space and do not encourage the chaining of interesting behaviors together. As
a result, they are often times only used to explore for accomplishing a single, specified task instead
of providing primitives to solve many tasks. A more desirable approach would be a task-agnostic
one that creates modular, re-usable behaviors. Consider the case of a robotic system for search and
rescue. A system like this would require general exploration skills for reaching unknown parts of
the area, not just for a single task it was trained on. Furthermore, to rapidly complete new task
specifications, it must have general knowledge about the environment and its own capabilities.

We study the set of approaches focused on creating new, temporally extended actions that consist of
low-level action sequences. These are commonly referred to as options or skills and are policies that
can be run to help both exploration and downstream planning (Sutton et al., 1999). As opposed to
exploration bonuses, these option learning methods learn explicit new policies for potential compo-
sition. Favorably, these could be used in a task-agnostic way to assist planning and exploration. But
most methods for finding interesting options rely on a good extrinsic reward-signal and thus do not
allow for creating a general skill library. (Bacon et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2022; Pertsch et al., 2020).
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Figure 1: Left: the pretraining phase feedback loop that LaSH utilizes to build a Skill Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG). It is flexible to any RL algorithm, intrinsic reward, and exploration method.
Right: the task solving phase of LaSH which involves using the DAG to learn a policy to solve a
task.

As a result, we look towards the problem setting that utilizes intrinsic motivation bonuses to learn ex-
plicit general skills, thus affording us a reward-free way of getting composable policies for extended
exploration and downstream planning. In this way, it’s a combination of classic option learning and
classic intrinsic motivation and thus enjoys multiple benefits. Furthermore, it allows for an agent to
pretrain in an environment and be ready for fast adaptation to new tasks in that environment.This
study is often referred to as skill discovery.

Many reward-free skill discovery approaches use the mutual information between states and skills
to make distinct behaviors (Eysenbach et al., 2018), but these behaviors have no incentive to cover
the environment well – which is imperative for sparse, long-horizon tasks. Furthermore, many skill
discovery methods lack the ability to continually use existing capabilities to bootstrap learning of
more complex behaviors, as a human would. If we seek to learn increasingly complex behaviors
from current behaviors, we need corresponding higher level representations of the environment to
learn from. Meanwhile these higher level representations are only helpful if they reflect the agent’s
current capabilities. Thus, an iterative approach to skill discovery that interweaves skill learning
and representation learning is one that we desire (Machado et al., 2023). A well-studied approach
for creating representations from current agent capabilities for defining options is the proto-value
function (PVF) which can be acquired from the graph Laplacian eigenvectors (Mahadevan, 2005;
Johns & Mahadevan, 2007; Mahadevan & Maggioni, 2007b).

We elect to utilize a deep graph Laplacian, a model of temporal diffusion in an environment, to create
an intrinsic reward signal that incorporates the environment’s structure and the agent’s capabilities.
We then utilize vanilla RL, specifically DQN (Mnih et al., 2013), to learn explicit, re-usable skills
that maximize intrinsic return. We build upon existing work by running a feedback loop to chain
the current level of skills learned thus far to re-learn a temporal diffusion graph Laplacian and,
subsequently, new options that are more temporally extended. We show our method, LaSH, is
capable of planning in long-horizon sparse-reward tasks when used with RL after pretraining. To
our knowledge, it is the first deep Laplacian method for creating explicit skill hierarchies. Our
work’s main contributions are:

1. A reward-free iterative feedback loop to create a continually evolving skill hierarchy.
2. The usage of this hierarchy to augment the action space for extrinsic planning.
3. The greedy chaining of skills for learning incrementally more complex representations

during exploration.

2 RELATED WORK
Methods for solving temporally abstracted RL have mostly been introduced via the Hierarchical
RL (HRL) framework where there are two controllers: one to choose options, and one to execute
them (Sutton et al., 1999; Precup, 2000). Feudal RL is a similar technique for doing HRL from the
perspective of subgoal commands (Dayan & Hinton, 1992; Vezhnevets et al., 2017; Nachum et al.,
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Figure 2: Left: We show the Laplacian representation as a heatmap overlaid on the 4-room environ-
ment. Right: We also show the reward curves over time as the models are run with extrinsic sparse
reward access.

2018). The Hierarchy of Abstract Machines (HAM) (Parr & Russell, 1997; Bai & Russell, 2017)
framework also tackles the HRL problem through encoding prior knowledge of the MDP structure to
simplify policy learning. Central to most HRL methods is an extrinsic reward which is used to tune
the low-level option controller and the high-level meta-controller (Bacon et al., 2016; Frans et al.,
2017; Bagaria & Konidaris, 2020), some minimal supervision or proxy task (Florensa et al., 2017;
Tessler et al., 2016), or the inclusion of demonstrations (Fox et al., 2017; Krishnan et al., 2017).
The use of these task-specific signals can create degenerate behaviors requiring regularizers. (Harb
et al., 2017; Alexander et al., 2016; Khetarpal et al., 2020; Kulkarni et al., 2016a). The unsupervised
setting, on the other hand, remains agnostic to tasks allowing for general options.

Simple skill discovery methods have been proposed using state visitation statistics, RRT, (LaValle,
1998) or graph theory to determine bottleneck states (i.e. states that are essential to travel between
connected components of the environment). However, these methods are difficult to scale and and
may require special hand-engineered heuristics. Importantly, explicit state graphs hinder the ability
to generalize across similar states which can then lead to requiring exhaustive search to get good
bottlenecks (McGovern & Barto, 2001; Menache et al., 2002; Iba, 1989; Şimşek et al., 2005; Şimşek
& Barto, 2008; Bagaria et al., 2020). Some methods use random options purely for exploration and
not planning (Dabney et al., 2020), and as a result, do not learn with experience. We work towards
a skill-discovery method scalable to modern deep learning approaches as opposed to these graph-
based systems or other approaches (Kompella et al., 2017).

Deep unsupervised skill discovery methods chiefly differ in their skill learning objectives. Some
have proposed using mutual information (MI) as an objective to learn maximally distinguishable
skills (Eysenbach et al., 2018). This has been built upon by adding predictability as a implicit
secondary objective to ensure the skills are well-suited for downstream planning (Sharma et al.,
2019). These can ultimately be used in a hierarchical controller to solve tasks without demonstra-
tions (Daniel et al., 2016). The inherent goal of these methods is to learn one level of behaviors
that are maximally different from each other in order to cover the space of behaviors (Warde-Farley
et al., 2018; Laskin et al., 2022). In this way, these methods attempt to incorporate all behaviors but
only at one level of abstraction; as a result, during skill acquisition, we cannot learn increasingly
complex behaviors. Furthermore, these methods may require learning a dynamics model (Sharma
et al., 2019) on the skills which might be difficult to scale to pixel-level tasks.
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Algorithm 1 LaSH Skill Discovery

skillDAG = A
for each level do

Fill D with LaSH- Explore(skillDAG)
Train representation on D via 3
Reward label D using 3.2
Initialize new skill policies
for learnStep do

a ∼ random new skill action
Update D with transition (s, a, s’, r)
Update skills via RL

end for
Add skills to skillDAG, empty D

end for

Algorithm 2 LaSH-Explore

D = emptyBuffer()
O ← skillDAG
for exploreStep do

while episode is not done do
πo ← argmaxO V πo(s)
Rollout πo and add to τ

end while
D ← D ∪ τ

end for

Methods like these may not be well-suited for long-horizon exploration as they don’t build increas-
ingly complex options during training, and could thus generate a large amount of unhelpful basic
options (Gregor et al., 2016). We therefore elect for a state-coverage based objective inspired by the
graph Laplacian (Wu et al., 2018) as done by (Machado et al., 2017; Bar et al., 2020) and extended
to deep function approximation by (Klissarov & Machado, 2023). These methods are highly simi-
lar to successor-based objectives whereby a successor representation (Dayan, 1993; Kulkarni et al.,
2016b) is learned and is used to derive eigen-directions of state variation to act along (Machado
et al., 2018). These methods are referred to as covering-option approaches (Jinnai et al., 2019b;a)
and take advantage of the proto-value functions to generate new options (Jinnai et al., 2020; Ma-
hadevan & Maggioni, 2007a) but are often used for exploration and not planning. In an ideal case,
we should pursue learning skills that would be useful for accomplishing tasks though, not just for
exploring. Learning a policy upon options has a great number of benefits, mainly arising from faster
backups when running RL.

Our method, the Laplacian Skill Hierarchy (LaSH) is capable of capturing the benefits that covering-
options have for state exploration and is also capable of planning hierarchically with these multi-
level skills. LaSH is most similar to Deep Covering Eigen-options (DCEO) (Klissarov & Machado,
2023) but crucially creates multiple levels of abstraction in a skill-learning loop inspired by
(Machado et al., 2023; Machado & Bowling, 2016) and furthermore learns a tunable policy on the
skills as opposed to randomly triggering options for the purpose of exploration only as DCEO does.
Additionally, we operate under the reward-free setting whereas DCEO functions under knowing
the reward which violates our problem assumptions. We show that a method like this incrementally
picks up more and more complex purposes to better cover the state space, significantly helping solve
long-horizon, sparse-reward tasks.

3 BACKGROUND

An agent interacts in a Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined by state space S, action space A,
transition function P , and reward function R. The goal of the agent is to maximize the expected
discounted return Eπ[

∑∞
t=0 γ

trt], where γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor and rt is the reward at time t.

We further augment this setup with the option framework thus making this a Semi-Markov Decision
Process (SMDP) that has variable time action length. Classically, an option is a temporally extended
action that is defined by a triple (I, o, β), where I ⊆ S is the initiation set, o : S → A is the option
policy, and β : S → [0, 1] is the termination function. This equips the agent to use both primitive
single-step actions as well as extended multi-step actions encoded by policies π : S → A. We use
I = S and we use β as a fixed option length L, thus making β a piecewise constant function 1.

β(s) =

{
1 if t ≥ L

0 otherwise
(1)
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Our objective is to learn these options in a hierarchical manner via unsupervised environment inter-
action. We build off of work on covering eigen-options (CEO) and Deep CEO (DCEO) which rely
on two main steps: (1) learning a representation and corresponding reward as covered in Section
3.1, and (2) using the reward to derive options from RL, as covered in Section 3.2. DCEO runs
these two steps jointly assuming access to extrinsic reward, thus violating our problem assumptions
and not explicitly composing a hierarchy of skills. Furthermore, DCEO does not use these skills for
planning, but rather randomly triggers skills for exploration. We aim to modify the methods used in
DCEO in order to create composable skills at multiple levels in the reward-free setting, in order to
generally plan with these skills downstream.

3.1 REPRESENTATION LEARNING

We aim to find a state representation to help us form an intrinsic reward that gives rise to effective
skills. In our case, an effective skill is one that can (a) be composed to complete long horizon
planning tasks and (b) help cover the state space well for exploration of sparse reward. Machado
et al. (2017) showed that the Laplacian representation of temporal diffusion across an environment is
an effective signal for learning state-covering options. The Laplacian representation, encoded with
embedding function f : S → Rd, uses the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian, L = D − A, where
D is the degree matrix and A is the adjacency matrix.

Specifically, f(s) = [v1(s), v2(s), ..., vd(s)] where each entry is the element in the ith eigenvector,
vi ∈ R|S| that corresponds to state s for some s ∈ S. Due to the nature of the graph Laplacian’s
discrete nature and large size, we use a spectral graph drawing objective as proposed by (Wang et al.,
2021) to identify the unique d smallest eigenvalued eigenvectors amenable for neural architectures
in Equation 2. As shown by Mahadevan & Maggioni (2007b), most cases of interest have value
functions that may not be smooth in the state space, but are smooth on the manifold associated
with it, and the smoothest Laplacian eigenvectors (i.e. PVFs) capture exactly this. In this way, our
options are motivated by geometric and spatial characteristics of the MDP state space which may
not be easily distinguishable in Euclidean space.

min
u1,...uT

d∑
k=1

k∑
i=1

(d− i+ 1)uT
i Lui s.t.

uT
i uj = δij ∀(i, j) ∈ N≤d × N≤d

(2)

Using a neural approximation of this where each ui(s) is a scalar output fi(s) from a neural network,
we get an optimizable expectation form in 3.

E(s,s′)∼D

d∑
k=1

k∑
i=1

(fi(s)− fi(s
′))2 + Es∼D,s′∼D

d∑
l=1

l∑
j=1

l∑
k=1

(fj(s)fk(s)− δjk)(fj(s
′)fk(s

′)− δjk)

(3)

This equation can be minimized with f parameterized by some neural network parameter set. The
first expectation aims to keep consecutive states close in expectation when sampling from the graph.
The second expectation serves as a regularizer to ensure different eigenvectors are orthogonal. Using
this objective, we can train the Laplacian embedding function, f .

3.2 OPTION LEARNING

Option learning refers to when the agent is tasked with developing skills based upon the represen-
tation it has developed from exploration (e.g. the Laplacian model f ). We can simply create these
skills formalized as policies in the RL setting where the reward is the “eigen-purpose” reward as
described by Machado & Bowling (2016). Every dimension of the Laplacian representation corre-
sponds to an eigenvector which then corresponds to 1 skill. The goal of the ith skill’s policy is to
ascend or descend the Laplacian representation’s ith dimension output which can be described by
Equation 3.2
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Figure 3: Top: Visitation histogram of states starting at the red with the goal displayed in green.
LaSH methods use our greedy exploration while others are random or RND induced. Bottom: The
value function when trained via DQN to reach the goal with sparse reward is shown.

ri,t = fi(st+1)− fi(st)

4 LAPLACIAN SKILL HIERARCHIES (LASH)

We now overview how to build and use a set of options for planning and exploration via LaSH. The
algorithm first runs in an unsupervised setting to discover skills and explore the environment, then
is task-supervised via a reward function and operates in a standard SMDP. During the unsupervised
phase, the algorithm explores the environment with its current skill library and learns an intrinsic
reward. Using the skill library as the action space, it then learns new options via RL on this intrinsic
reward, updates the skill library, and returns to the exploration step to repeat. The proposed explo-
ration depends on the skills learned thus far, and as a result, changes as we learn more options. As a
result, the Laplacians learned are induced by continually more complex policies. Our exploration is
structured and detailed in Algorithm 2 whereby we maximize the expected value of intrinsic reward.
In practice, we choose the number of times we re-learn the Laplacian and the corresponding new
options depending on the complexity of the environment.

Once these options are learned, we then construct an SMDP and run RL on an extrinsic task-specific
reward while having the action space as the set addition between A and the learned options. We
show the algorithm pseudocode in Algorithm 1 and the full algorithm in the Appendix 3.

Crucially, our algorithm works iteratively, continually creating new skills so knowledge is not over-
written over time but is rather saved for the agent to re-use. This allows LaSH to operate as a
module that can generate a set of skills at different levels of abstraction which can be combined in
new ways to solve a variety of new tasks. We also structure our exploration by greedily maximizing
value from chaining together skills, since we do not have access to extrinsic reward as DCEO may.
By composing skills to maximally cover the environment during exploration, we influence the next
Laplacian representation to find new temporal correlation patterns that can introduce new skills.
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5 EXPERIMENTS

Method Success Rate Success Steps

LaSH 3-level 100 % 52980 ± 24381
LaSH 1-level 60 % 39950 ± 21813
DCEO 60 % 3820 ± 2625
Primitives 0 % N/A

Figure 4: We show the rate of suc-
cess and the steps it takes to suc-
ceed in opening the door for each
of the methods.
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Figure 5: The visitation of random walks with the
learned skill-augmented action space after 1 iteration
and 3 iterations. We also show visitation induced
by the learned policy after optimizing for extrinsic
reward with LaSH. The visitations are separated into
two rows for when the agent has the key (in green).

5.1 PLANNING

To assess the capabilities of LaSH as a module to assist in planning to reach a goal, we use a
simple maze environment in the tabular setting with the coordinates as the state. We use the Mini-
grid (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2023) environment to create a 4-room environment with small doors
connecting the 4 chambers. We test by running DQN on different action spaces; specifically, the
primitive action space and the LaSH augmented action space after pretraining. We also experiment
with just the options from LaSH and RND with primitives as well. Episodic rewards are shown
Figure 2 along with Laplacian representations overlaid on the maze. This experiment shows that the
augmented action space learned from LaSH significantly helps the learning process when given a
downstream task. We display the visitation distribution with our greedy skill chaining as well as the
final learned value functions in Figure 3.

5.2 EXPLORATION

We also experiment with more complex longer-horizon tasks that require multiple LaSH levels.
Specifically, we assess whether LaSH assists in developing skills that can be composed to explore
and create plans. We test this by measuring whether random walks with learned skills from LaSH
actually result in completing a long-horizon task and how many training steps are required to do
so. In our case, the task is to open the door and the only way to do it is to interact with the door
while holding a key, which must be picked up in advance. We use the success rate and number of
steps taken to reach the sparse goal to assess the planning and exploration capabilities for the given
algorithm.

With prioritized replay (Schaul et al., 2016), standard techniques can eventually result in backing up
rewards from explored goals for a usable policy so we don’t consider episodic return as a metric. The
results are shown in Table 4 for LaSH with 1 level and 3 levels and 12 options total. The first level
of options often resulted in room-to-room navigation while later levels had object interaction. We
also show results for random primitive noise and DCEO, which learns 1 level of skills jointly with
the Laplacian representation and crucially has extrinsic reward access. Even without any extrinsic
reward access, LaSH more consistently achieves the goal than all other methods. Although, it can
be seen that DCEO achieves the reward very fast which corresponds to the runs where the algorithm
ran into the reward in the pretraining phase, encouraging it to seek out the goal more and move it
into the skills directly, unlike LaSH. Regardless, LaSH would remain more efficient if we wanted to
re-use it for solving multiple other tasks because DCEO would need to be re-trained for each reward.
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Figure 6: Every column in this figure is a selected skill with arrows or letters (P for pick up and U
for unlock) as actions in a given state. The start is in red, a goal is in orange behind a locked door,
and the key is in green.

Visualizations of skill policies at multiple levels are shown in Figure 6. Considering that these
skills are run with some epsilon noise, we can roughly determine what they accomplish. We see
that low level skills have fairly uniform actions such as constantly moving left or right to traverse
inside rooms. As the LaSH iterations increase, we see more complex behaviors that are roughly
combinations of uniform behaviors in level-one. In fact, one level-two skill navigates to the key,
and the other executes a pickup action when close to the key. This is more complex than intra-room
movement and shows inter-room movement as well as interaction with objects. Finally, in level-3,
we again see composition of behaviors from earlier levels whereby the agent can roughly move to
the key, pick it up, and move to the door. It is important to note that these skills are discovered
without any extrinsic reward encouraging travel to the door or goal.

6 DISCUSSION

We present a method, LaSH , which uses a feedback loop of skill learning and skill-chained ex-
ploration to build a library of skills. Importantly, the hierarchy formed is well-suited for gradually
exploring the environment and preserving important options for downstream planning. Furthermore,
the greedy state-covering skill-chaining policy for learning the next level Laplacian proves useful
for incorporating a skill-composition inductive bias. Our method is capable of learning hierarchical
skills for planning, and exploring environments well especially in the sparse-reward case. Specifi-
cally, we compared it against similar reward-accessing methods and novelty methods for completing
sparse-reward tasks which it outperforms.

7 FUTURE WORK

There are limitations associated with this system, namely the high cost of using a full DQN model
per skill. This could be ameliorated with a large latent-variable model to encode shared information
between skills. Furthermore, exploring how skills can be fine-tuned to extrinsic rewards was not
explored due to the potential instabilities of learning a policy on options while learning the options
simultaneously. But, with an extrinsic reward, the skills in Figure 6 have the potential to be less
noisy and accomplish reaching the goal better. There are also many scalability studies to conduct in
order to move to continuous action spaces and high-dimension pixel input – we expect this to have
potential for more complex tasks as shown with DCEO and the capability of the graph-drawing
Laplacian objective to scale to visual tasks.
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A APPENDIX

Algorithm 3 LaSH Skill Discovery

skillDAG = {}
Append primitive actions to DAG
for level ≤M do

currentSkills = {}
D ← emptyBuffer()
for exploreStep ≤ Elevel do

if skill not yet chosen or running skill has ended then
πo ← explorationPolicy(skillDAG) ▷ Sample a skill for exploration

end if
a ∼ πo ▷ Run the selected skill
Execute a in state s and observe s’
Update D with transition (s, a, s’)
Train Laplacian Representation on D via 3
Reward label D using eigen-purpose objective

end for
Initialize Nlevel skill policies into currentSkills
for learnStep ≤ Slevel do

if skill not yet chosen or running skill has ended then
if N (0, 1) < ϵ then

πo ← explorationPolicy(SkillDAG + currentSkills)
else

πo ← random element from currentSkills
end if

end if
a ∼ πo ▷ Run the selected skill
Execute a in state s and observe s’ as well as intrinsic reward
Update D with transition (s, a, s’, r)
Update Options via 3.2

end for
Append learned currentSkills to skillDAG

end for
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